PULSE Production Tracking
Software for Macola Production Order Processing
(POP) customers that want to track operations but do
not want to use Shop Floor Control
This software is for Macola customers that want the simplified processing of
the Macola POP software but need to track the quantity completed at each
operation or department. Manually prepared production reporting tickets
can be manually keyed into the software. If you are using wireless bar code
scanners, you can optionally update the production tracking database in a
real-time manner.

WHO NEEDS THIS SOFTWARE?
This utility was developed for Macola customers that want the simplified processing
of the Macola POP software but need to track the quantity completed at each
operation or department.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
You can use your production reporting paperwork to manually key in
completed quantities by operation/department or they can be scanned.
These processing steps are performed by the software:
- Key in completed production quantities by operation or department.
- Optionally, they can be scanned using wireless bar code scanners.
- The database is updated real-time as production is keyed or scanned.
- The dashboard shows you the quantities or percentage completed by
operation or department.
- The naming of the operations or departments is user defined.
- You can look up orders or sort them on the screen by requested ship
date, order date, POP order number, customer order number, customer
purchase order number, customer number or dollar amount of the
order.
- As orders are completed, they drop off the dashboard.

KEY FEATURES and BENEFITS
Eliminates hours of tedious manual tracking (i.e. happier employees)
Better manage your production orders (i.e. happier customers)
Unlimited phone support to cover any questions or technical issues (i.e.
we are always available to help you)

WHAT DOES IT COST AND WHAT IS INCLUDED?
Please refer to our price list. In addition to the software fee, you need to
budget dollars for customization to meet your specific processing needs,
testing, training as well as implementation assistance. Our annual
maintenance and support fee includes unlimited on-going training, telephone
support and software updates.

For questions or to schedule a demonstration,
call Terry Lanham at (513) 723-8091
Leahy Consulting is the Cincinnati office of the Esta Group, an Exact
authorized reseller. Founded in 1981, our mission is to help manufacturers
and distributors to significantly improve their accounting and business
workflow.
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